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Who is Amy Tayal?

- Agile coach and consultant, with over 15 years of real-world experience in Software Development, Risk Management and Product Development
- Supporting multiple agile transformations spread across Canada, USA, UK and India, that are focused on delivering complex analytics initiatives
- Currently, living in Ontario, Canada
- Partner with:
Agile Product Development

Simply about building **incrementally** so that we can:

- Course correct based on frequent feedback
- Deliver value earlier
- Evaluate Business Hypothesis along the way

Multiple **Frameworks**:

- Scrum
- Kanban
- XP
- SAFe
- etc.
Temporary Teams from different departments (generally, partially dedicated)

Benefits:
- Functional Alignment
- Easy to Understand

Challenges:
- Slow delivery
- Lack of Alignment
- Blaming
- Tunnel Vision
Defined as a sequence of steps, **people** needed & materials required to deliver something of value to a customer.
Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe)

Trusted System for Business Agility – the ability to compete and thrive in the digital age by quickly responding to market changes and emerging opportunities with innovative, digitally-enabled business solutions.
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https://scaledagileframework.com/
SAFe – Implementation Roadmap
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